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Isaiah 10

know. In the interpretation of the Bible as in all sciences we are picking

up here and there and getting more and more truth but that which we get we

can stand on. It is solid and we step forward into mor and more and we must

be ready to revise anything on clear evi.ence that it needs to be revised. but

our great rain conclusions, it' . very unlikely will ever be revised anwe can

get down to co'iaTht1vely minor conclusions or a great many of which we can

b very cnfiaent as the amount of "videne pils and we see how it all fits

toieth'r.




Now, Chapter 66 I would like to say Just a word about. There int

much time 1,-ft but I would like to say that it impresses me tl,,at Chapter 66

is a second section of the answer to the prayer in 63:7-6k:12: that 66 is a

continuation of the nswer but a continuation of the crtswer in which Israel

is perhaps more particularly in view than it is in view in the rr'vious chapter;
was

that is to say that 64 brings the answer to the prcyr'r; th Zirst/thi turning to

the Gentiles, the calling of His people by another name and a curse u,-on those

who are Israel only in name. That is the first part, and in the second part,
Preat

this/millennial blessing in which all, the worli, Israel and the Gentile believers,

all, are to pirttcipate and to ønjoy1 but then in 66 He looks back again to the

pople who have made the prayer and He speaks to then and gives them both aspects

but deals with it, not simply a long passage on one and a long pasag on the

other but with a certain amount of alternation as He looks at thc to aspects

.ch have already been auggeste.d so clearly in the long aiscuss1o of these

in Chapter 65.
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Isaiah 11

So in Chapter 66 if that is the case it is very intercstng that the chapter

begins with what is almost unquestionably a reference back to the prayer. What

was the great appeal of, with which the prayer ended? The people .id to God

in Verse 11, "Our holy and our beautiful house where our fathers praised thee
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